
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Popular Programs
• Create Your Unicorn Career! 

Craft an authentic career that brings you joy, 
meaning, and money through a data-driven 
process 

• Create Your Unicorn Life  
Design a customized and energized life of 
balance, meaning, and joy 

• The Exquisite Fabulousness of Reframing 
Failure as Fuel 
Learn how to leverage failure to become 
more innovative, creative, and productive 

• Speak to Spark 
Advance your public speaking mastery to 
grow confidence, advocacy, and influence 

• Networking for Nerds 
Cultivate game-changing, win-win collabs 
through the spirit of generosity 

• Farewell to Frauding: Create Belonging by 
Banishing Impostor Syndrome 
Ignite an inclusive, creative culture by 
bidding farewell to feeling like a fraud

 

Alaina has written for or been featured in:

  

Create Your 
Unicorn Career! 

 
 

Alaina is an expert in career development 
for nerds, and helps organizations attract, 

retain, and harness the innovative 
brilliance of STEM unicorns. 

 

     

   
  

"The best webinar that the 
HR team has provided. 

Alaina was high energy, 
encouraging, empathetic, 

just lovely!"  
—EnsembleIQ 

 
"Alaina's talk was very 

inspiring and empowering!" 
—Brown University 

 
"Alaina went above and 

beyond our expectations! 
She is a fantastic person to 

work with!" 
—The University of Arizona 



An Energetic, Hilarious, Value-Focused Expert  
in Career Balance and Authenticity 

Alaina G. Levine is an award-winning keynote 
speaker, career and speaking coach, TEDx speaker, 
science writer, and corporate comedian. She is the 
author of two books, Networking for Nerds (Wiley), 
which beat out Einstein (really!) for the honor of 
being named a Top 5 Book of the Year, and Create 
Your Unicorn Career! (forthcoming). As President of 
Quantum Success Solutions, LLC, she is a prolific 
speaker, emcee, and expert on career and 
workforce development, networking, and 
leveraging failure for innovation, and masterfully 
weaves these concepts together with an emphasis 
on diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging.   
 
Alaina has delivered ~1000 speeches for clients in 15 
nations and 5 continents, and has written close to 
500 articles in publications like Science, Scientific 
American, National Geographic News Watch, World 
Economic Forum, and Smithsonian, including her 
popular “Your Unicorn Career” column, which 
appeared in Science. She studied at the American 

University in Cairo as a US Department of Defense 
Boren Fellow, and holds bachelor’s degrees in 
mathematics and anthropology from the University 
of Arizona, where as a student, she competed in 
national billiard tournaments under her moniker, 
Lady Dyn-o-mite. 
 

Happy Clients Include: 
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